SIP TRUNKING

VOICE &

C O L L A B O R AT I O N

Answer the call for next-generation
voice services
For decades, fixed phone line systems were the

WHY IT MATTERS

obvious choice for voice services. But that was then.

	If you have a traditional phone system and teams working
in multiple offices, you could be paying twice as much as

Today, businesses are growing, moving faster and

necessary for voice connectivity. You might also be paying

operating in more places than ever. Which means fixed

for services you don’t even use anymore. Which, obviously,

phone lines just don’t make sense anymore. Not only

isn’t good for business.

are they expensive to support – they weren’t designed
to handle today’s distributed workforces.

	That’s why when you upgrade to SIP Trunking, you’re doing
more than improving your tech stack. Your business gets

To compete, businesses of all sizes need better

the flexibility it needs to scale voice sessions up or down,

solutions. Ones that are both reliable and flexible. Not

meaning you only pay for what you need. Plus, you save up

to mention designed to meet their communication

to 50% of the costs typically needed to maintain multiple

needs of today – not 20 years ago.

legacy communication circuits1.

That’s why forward-thinking businesses are

HOW IT WORKS

streamlining their telephone connectivity with Session

	Think of SIP Trunking as a telephone line that’s embedded

Initiation Protocol (SIP) Trunking from Acronym.

in the internet connection you already have. Rather than
paying for an entirely separate network to make phone
calls through business lines, SIP Trunking leverages your
existing Acronym data connection to carry both voice and
data on the same network.
	Acronym makes the transition to SIP easy. You already
have the infrastructure you need for SIP compatibility; we
simply come in and set it up. You also have the option
of connecting your phone system (i.e. Private Branch
Exchange or PBX) directly to our Acronym network with
minimal configuration changes. The benefit of our
network is twofold: it offers higher call quality and more
security, with fewer routing challenges associated with
the public internet.
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WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT

1
2

Quality Calls

• High call quality and end-user experience delivered by the Acronym network

Security and Reliability

• Linking to Acronym’s network provides a secure connection monitored by network professionals 24/7
• Multiple data centres and geographic redundancy mean there is redundancy and resiliency built-in

Streamlined Operations

• Combines voice and data communication streams into one, easy-to-manage service

Scalability

•F
 ast and easy scalability, including built-in capacity to protect against unexpected temporary increases
in call volumes

Cost Efficiency

• Up to 50% cost savings compared to legacy communications services1
• Unlimited local and long-distance voice minutes within Canada2
•Y
 ou only pay for what you use for a more efficient voice infrastructure; one that grows
and shrinks with your needs

Easy Integration

• Broad hardware compatibility for either on-premise or hosted PBX systems
•Q
 uick and easy Local Number Portability; we can quickly and easily migrate your phone number to our
network

Technical Support

•R
 obust and reliable 24/7/365 technical support backed by a best-in-class 99.99% SLA

https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/2845422
Excluding Northwest Territories, Nunavut and Yukon

To learn more about our SIP Trunking services,
contact us at: Sales@AcronymSolutions.com

1.866.345.6820
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